
Compendium Clear - 2020 - Drowning Darkness 
 
Overview:  
Drowning Darkness is the last Frontier Rift to be released. It is unknown if Gumi will ever revisit Frontier Rifts. 
For the Rift itself, there is nothing really majorly noteworthy as this Rift has the history of being cleared by just 
a Mono-Thunder Team. You may use water but it is used for 1 stage and to do a Hard Mode variant of the final 
battle. Do Mono Thunder if you want to go for a very simple and straightforward clear. 
 
Requirements/Recommendations:  
You’re only allowed to use Water and Thunder units. Turn-Skip purging is very useful so bring units that can 
do that. If you have the Tempest synergy then that will also be helpful. 
 
Stage 1 
This stage is where water units are recommended. The only thing that is deadly is the DoT but there are many 
ways to handle it. Bring in Heal over time, Dot Mitigation, or purge and you will be good to go. This battle 
should not give you that much trouble. 
 
Stage 2 
Naga Bruiser is thunder elemental. So, since you can’t bring Earth units, you may be in this fight for a while. 
Naga is not a particularly hard boss. The main things to worry about are Leader Skill seals, DoT, Turn Skip, and 
Damage Reflect. Naga’s damage, from my personal experience, can be random as it can either be nothing or a 
huge hit. My recommendation is make sure you have your survivability buffs on like mitigation, evasion, and 
angel idol, and your DoT management related buffs. Turn skip is not a huge obstacle here.  
 
Stage 3 
Naga Waveshaker is kinda the water version of Bruiser. The difference is mitigation piercing attacks and there 
is active healing healing down. Utilize passive healing and HC drops to keep your team healthy and use Evasion 
more than mitigation for your UBBs. 
 
Stage 4 
Saerenthis is also not a tricky boss, just very tanky and will take a while to kill. A warning for those using 
Water units. If you use any number of water units, they will get Doom’d frequently and there are not many 
options for Doom purging in either Thunder or Water. If you would like to do a Hard mode, so to speak, you 
can do mono Water.  
 
Anyways Saerenthis is mainly turn skip and mitigation piercing attacks. As long as you have good OD filling 
and spam Evasion, Angel Idol, and Turn-Skip UBBs, you should be fine. At times, Saerenthis will summon Naga 
Witches and they are pretty annoying so make sure you take care of them right away. If you would like to make 



use of DBBs and Synergies, then you can use any Thunder DBB and/or any pair of units that can provide the 
Tempest synergy. Not required but will make things faster. 
 
Good Luck Summoners! 

 
 
 


